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Why Call Wildfire A Beneficial Ecosystem Service?
Pausas, J.G., and J.E. Keeley. 2019. Wildfires as an
ecosystem service. Frontiers in Ecolology and the
Environment 17:289-295

Because fire is necessary for the upkeep and
health of many ecosystems, these authors suggest
we refer to it as an Ecosystem Service and
discard negative stereotypes whenever possible.
For the people who must live with fire, this
semantic change might make it more acceptable,
especially in light of how much humans have
benefitted from fire on an evolutionary scale
(Fig.1 green box), as well as on a socioecological
scale (Fig.1 yellow box).
Fire’s foundational Ecosystem Service is the
Supporting Service of opening habitat gaps
(Fig.1 smaller yellow box; e.g., Fig. 3) which help
to generate and maintain biodiversity. When fire
creates new, open niches, it lowers competition
and increases resources that favor shadeintolerant species. The new conditions also
nurture species to adapt to the new conditions.
And because fire shortens generation times and
reduces the overlap between generations of
obligate seeding species, fire even promotes
evolutionary novelties.
Such fire induced biodiversity renders valuable
Provisioning Services in the form of raw
materials. These are the huge varieties of foods,
drinks, medicines, and building materials that
only exist because of fire. Such fire-supported
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Management Implications
 The Ecosystem Services of fire include
the: 1) supporting, 2) provisional,
3) regulating, and 4) cultural benefits that
come from properly functioning, fireadapted ecosystems (Fig.1 in smaller
yellow box, bottom left).

 For many fire-adapted ecosystems,
prescribed fires and managed wildfires
are valuable tools for mimicking and
maintaining natural fire’s full assortment
of invaluable Ecosystem Services.

biodiversity also offers us irreplaceable spiritual
and recreational Cultural Services. These include
ecotourism, hunting, and emotional or aesthetic
support. Although the modern Cultural Services
of fire now include recreation and ecotourism, it
was once involved in the evolution of human
bipedalism itself, a defining evolutionary
development in our own socioecology.
Last of all, fire furnishes Regulation Services by
helping to control pests like fleas, controlling
catastrophic fires by periodically reducing
biomass, regulating water, and regulating carbon.
Further, fire also accelerates species replacement
in changing environmental conditions, lending
resiliency to fire-adapted ecosystems.
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